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Rationale for the unit –  
 
Students develop an understanding of how 
weather affects their lives, why it rains, why 
we have such varied weather and how small 
scale areas have different climates through a 
micro climate project 
 
Where the unit fits in 
The Big Picture 

Human and physical geography  

 understand how weather happens 
in the UK and why it is different. 
This feeds into developing units on 
erosion and climate change 

 the human aspects are looked at in 
terms of how weather can impact 
on our individual lives. 

Geographical skills and fieldwork  

 use fieldwork data to analyse 
temperautre and light levels 
changes at sites around Oakwood 
School. Students also collect 
temperature and Wind speed data 
around the school as part of the 
project. They are also required to 
analyse the data and work out 
Means and medians to support 
data handling in upper years 

Expectations: 
At the end of this unit 
 
Emerging: all must have completed micro climate project and have 
collected primary weather data 
Developing: students will have completed a micro climate project, 
collected primary data and also presented some graphs 
Securing: Analyse the results of their micro climate projects and 
have an understanding of how to collect simple weather data 
Mastering: Question the geographical micro climate project raising 
concerns over accuracy and reliability of some of the data 
collected. 
 
 
SEND STRATEGIES: 
 
Much of the lessons are discussion and enquiry based and do not 
involve extended writing. Key words are flagged up in lessons and 
definitions provided. There are many opportunities for carousel and 
enquiry tasks where pupils work together, rather than listen to the 
teacher give long instructions. Pairings and groupings will be 
directed and prompted by the teacher. The pace of the lessons 
ensure there are lots of visual images in the form of maps and 
pictures from the past. Pupils are invited to present and record their 
findings as they wish, with ideas given for structure. The pace of 
lessons means that tasks are broken down into manageable 
chunks. Order and sequencing of tasks are clearly explained on 
the powerpoint. Writing frames provided for extended writing.  
 
 

Language for learning – Key Words 

Anemometer, thermometer, convectional rainfall, frontal rainfall, relief rainfall, micro 
climate, weather, climate, mean, median,  
 

Resources: 
All accessed on shared area for Geography, KS3, year 8. All powerpoints have hyperlinks 
embedded into them and notes on the slides beneath 
.  
 

End Product – Take away: and assessment opportunities 
Pupils will put together their findings, presenting them in graphs, tables, and drawing 
conclusions about what the different data tells them.  
 

Cross Curricular Links: 
Science, 
 

SMSC: (Refer to gridmaker)  
The entire unit provides every opportunity for students to reflect on all aspects of SMSC; 
Spiritually they are discovering things about their own world and environment; Socially they 
are being encouraged to Use social skills in different contexts; work well with others.  
 

Out-of-school learning: 
Students are taken out to collect data on several occassions.  
 

Safeguarding considerations:  
Teacher guidelines for where to go on the site are provided in the shared area. Start students 
in classroom and register, set out expectations about staying together and what to be looking 
out for, remembering that the rest of the school is working.  
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